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This is the first book I have read by this author. It takes thousands of years to complete the structures. Much
more time must pass before the reasons for the mission become known to the intended visitors. Chapter 1
begins on Edgeworld where the My Review Number Chapter 1 begins on Edgeworld where the main
character, Krison Carmarch, is imprisoned in a small cell. He is accused of murdering a shipmate on a
starship. Krison is a Tel who is an enhanced human. He has special telepathic powers called mindshield,
physically very strong and can operate a warp drive on space freighters. Krison needs to break out of prison in
order to avoid a death penalty. Krison ends up running for his life on Edgeworld being chased by an unknown
alien who either wants to kill him or get information out of his mind. People who enter the city never come out
for unknown reasons. It was built long ago and seems to have an unusual effect on the mind. The reasons for
the unusual mission are not clear and where they are going is dangerous. The story continues to evolve as the
starship nears its destination. Krison finally learns the true purpose of the mission and the threat that looms
over all alien life forms from another dark and mysterious alien species called Crixons who want to destroy all
life forms different from themselves. I give this book Four Stars because the story is original, unique and
interesting. The writing and dialogue are good. The plots unfold to explain the mysteries surrounding the
mission. The characters are memorable and different. Krison is full of faults brought on by past events, but in
the end he does the right things for the right reasons and fights to save all life forms in this universe from the
dark and shadowy Crixons. Keep reading good science fiction and let me know when you find an interesting
novel or author.
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Laser Books, No. 57, This is the final book in the "Laser" series of science fiction adventure novels. This title is very rare,
as it was never distributed to bookstores, only to mail subscribers to the series.

First Edition, Paperback Original. This is a review copy, with review slip. Light corner crease, light wear,
otherwise nice.. Uncommon paperback with Dust jacket. Uncommon with Dust Jacket. The cover art on the
dustjacket is different than the book. Wear, sunning to spine, spine split on DJ. Pocket Book , first printing.
This is an incredibly nice copy, almost as new. It would be difficult to get a nicer copy than this. None of the
puzzles are worked. Few of these books survived as they were tossed after the puzzles were completed. Light
wear, chips on spine ends of dust jacket.. No one knows who he is. Doc, his crew, and a blonde war
correspondt risk everything to find out. But to get the answers, they must face the death-dealing powers of a
madman on the nighttime streets of a city known for its bllodthirty killers - Yokohama! First, they must escape
from the enemy. Second, they must risk their lives to thwart the horrifying year-old evil of Peterpence-before
it destroys the entire world! This is one of the last three of the series that was not widely distributed except by
subscription. Some page disturbances, light wear, no major creases on covers.. The 11th Pocket Book, this is
the first printing as number 11 states 2nd printing but the first printing is the unnumbered Pocket Book which
is rare. The book is nice and square. Very minor wear, minor spine rub. This is a nice copy of this book, better
than normally found. The front cover has no major creases, a few pages have some disturbances.. Classic
novel of the characters who inhabit Cannery Row by the sardine fisheries. Light wear on Dust Jacket, still
uncommonly nice.. Ron Ace s 66, This is a nice copy..
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Shadow on the Stars (Laser Books, No. 57) by Robert B. Marcus Jr. Laser Books. Used - Acceptable. Shows definite
wear, and perhaps considerable marking on inside.

Chapter 4 : Shadow on the Stars by Robert B. Marcus Jr.
Laser books was a Sci-Fi imprint of Harlequin Books in the 's, in an attempt to create a "category sci-fi" genre akin to
their popular subscription romance titles. The series was edited by Roger Elwood and featured distinctive branding and
cover art by well-known Hugo-Winning artist Kelly Freas.

Chapter 5 : Robert B Marcus Jr Books & Textbooks - www.nxgvision.com
Figure 5 - Shadow on the Stars, by Robert B. Marcus Jr. (Laser 57) But back to the books. Because of limited timeâ€”do
you know how long it takes to read 57 books?â€”and space, I'm not going to attempt to review any of the Lasers here.

Chapter 6 : laser books : definition of laser books and synonyms of laser books (English)
My Review Number This review is on Shadow On The Stars by Robert B. Marcus Jr. This is the first book I have read by
this author. The Prologue starts in deep space where an advanced alien "light-being" is on a mission to build two
time-gates on two widely separate planets called Edgeworld and Uzoxes.

Chapter 7 : Solomon Kane - Laser Books
Laser Books was a line of 58 paperback science fiction (SF) novels published from to by Canadian romance
powerhouse Harlequin www.nxgvision.com published three titles per month, available by subscription as well as in
stores.
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Shepherd (Laser Books, #55) #56 "Gift of the Manti" by J. F. Bone and Roy Meyers and #57 "Shadow on the Stars" by
Robert B. Marcus Jr.) are particularly rare as.

Chapter 9 : Laser Books (58 books)
Common Knowledge Publisher Series Laser Books. Publisher Series: Laser Books A Law for the Stars by John Ruler of
the World (Laser #24) by J. T. McIntosh:
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